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Moscow Domodedovo is the largest of the three Moscow airports and the first single released from
the current Woog Riots album Alan Rusbridger. Next to the original version of the song the single
includes two remixed versions by the appraised producer duo Tuff City Kids. Tuff City Kids aka Gerd
Janson and Philipp Lauer, who are deeply rooted in the techno and house music scene, stripped
down the Woog Riots Song Moscow Domodedovo to a club worthy electro beat by adding a dark
and creaky bassline and a classic 808 drum sound.
Woog Riots album Alan Rusbridger as well as the single Moscow Domodedovo were produced
by Jörn Elling Wuttke and Lolo Blümler. As part of the internationally successful electro act Alter
Ego with Roman Flügel, Jörn Elling Wuttke is firmly rooted in the electro scene of the Frankfurt RheinMain area and the club Institution Robert Johnson. This is also where the friendly relationship to the
Tuff City Kids Gerd Janson and Philipp Lauer, stems from. Who by the way have just delivered a
stunning edit of the Alter Ego classic Rocker. Establishing contact with the Darmstadt based Woog
Riots to start a remix project was the next logical step.
On the A-side of Moscow Domodedovo the track "Tuff City Kids - Aeroeffekt Mix" directly points to
Detroit and the influential electro-heroes Dopplereffekt who have become what is referred to as the
"Velvet Underground of Techno" (Jörn Elling Wuttke) since the mid-90s. Cool electro grooves and
minimalist synthesizer sounds á la Dopplereffekt fit perfectly with the repetitive electric postpunk from
Moscow Domodedovo. In the title of the dub mix on the B-side "Tuff City Kids - Dorian Gray Dub"
the legendary former night club of the Frankfurt Rhein-Main airport received a nod in remembrance
of it being an early cult techno discotheque in the 1980s. Everyday there a several direct flights leaving
from Frankfurt Rhein-Main to Moscow Domodedovo.
Woog Riots album Alan Rusbridger is available on 11 March 2016 with From Lo-Fi to Disco! (lo-fi
007, Distribution: Broken Silence/ UK: Shellshock), as a vinyl LP (first pressing in green vinyl) and as a
download.
For current tour dates, videos and news see www.woogriots.de
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